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About Policy in Practice
Your Objectives
Council Tax Support
Profiling DHP support
Engaging local residents
Contact details and next steps
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Introductions and Objectives
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The challenge

“I can’t see whether the people being
clobbered by reductions in council tax
support, or under-occupation are the
same people that have been clobbered
by other reforms.”
Steve Carey, Leeds City Council
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The impact of welfare reform policies

Governments may know how one policy affects many people. We can
show how all policies combined affect one person.

Policy in Practice’s approach
Your Housing Benefit /
Council Tax data

Our Universal Benefit
Calculator

Rich, detailed impact
assessment: who is
impacted and what are
the Council-wide effects?

1. Use local data and
insights to inform better
decision making

2. See the impact of
different models together
with ongoing welfare
reforms

3. Inform Council Tax
Support decisions

“Mrs Jones at 73 High Street will be
affected by all welfare changes
combined by £15.62 per week
today and £42.25 by 2020 and she
has high barriers to work”
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Council Tax Support
Councils have to balance the need for
cost reductions with the needs of their
most vulnerable residents.
We help you to model:
• The cost / impacts of your current
CTRS scheme
• The cost / impacts of your current
CTRS scheme uprated to the following
year
• The cost / impacts of other CTRS
schemes you’re considering

Council Tax Support
Council Tax Support schemes have taken some time to drive real
innovation.
• Changing the maximum award and the taper rate
• Savings limits, band restrictions, minimum payment, HB regs
• Introduction of an element of conditionality
• Protection for vulnerable groups
• Minimum income floor for self-employed
As Universal Credit is implemented, its crunch time – to stop tinkering
with schemes and look at bolder change.
• Admin savings are key - 15%-30% of total scheme costs
• Running a UC scheme in parallel may be more politically
acceptable

Zoe Charlesworth
Policy in Practice

• LA’s are split: UC claimant scheme may be there to support the
aims of UC, or provide support to claimants hit by UC. Does your
scheme support you’re your anti-poverty strategy?
• Thought needs to be given to the administration of monthly
income changes under UC – ignore for six months? Use a rolling
average? Set a de minimis amount? What do your software
providers say?

Council Tax Support
• North Herfordshire had a surplus of £500,000. Our modelling helped
them to eliminate this without creating an overspend in the next two
financial years.
• A group of Leicestershire district authorities used our analysis to show
the cumulative impact of reforms on residents to the county, and
agreed a lower than planned cut in Council Tax Support.
“We were up against extremely challenging deadlines and needed to put CTRS
scheme options together quickly. Policy in Practice won the tender because of
their clear and unique approach, experience, detailed understanding of
welfare reform impacts and excellent team. Their work and flexibility in delivery
scores 10 out of 10.
The fact that the work has been produced in such a short space of time, and to
such high quality standards, is particularly impressive.”
Steve Hill, Tower Hamlets Council

Profiling DHP demand
“You may want to profile your caseload to identify certain groups
among those potentially affected by the changes, and establish the
level of demand among those groups. you may want to carry out a
more detailed assessment for your area.”
The targeting and take-up of these schemes is not straightforward.
• Are DHPs getting to those who need it the most?
• Are the same households applying for multiple types of support?

Snapshot plus:
Refreshed dataset
every 3 months
Key numbers
worksheet on each
refresh
Carried out over 12
months

3. Dashboard

MS Excel Dataset
Comprehensive
Report
Meetings
One off

2. Refresh

1. Snapshot

Understanding your low income households
Refresh plus:
Online, interactive,
cloud based
dashboard
Ability to export
data into MS Excel
Quarterly refreshed
data
Optional extras
Always on

Analysis for one local authority
Average application rate: 21%
Average award rate: 88%
“Having a consistent policy is important,
but local authorities are good at
administering payments.
“The main issue is not the application
process…
“it is raising awareness of DHPs among
people that need it the most, and
encouraging them to take action.”

One in every five of the most needy
households receives an award

Benefit and Budgeting software
•

Comprehensive: The widest set of national and local policies modelled by any commercially available
calculator, updated automatically through the cloud.

•

Fast & Effective: Advisors have more time to work with residents who are engaged, making them more
likely to take up support.

•

Action oriented: Guidance to support your residents toward independence

•

Flexible: Self-service or advisor led, online or offline, current system or Universal Credit

Online poverty dashboard
See your data:
• Powerful data for both operational
use and policy discussions.
• Accessible to all staff
• Clear use cases built in
Benefits
• Visibility: See households that the
council have limited engagement
with (e.g. in-work, private rented
sector).
• Updates: Refresh your data to embed
use and target support.
• Forecast: Policy modelling to get
support to people before they really
need it.
• Drill-down: I Compare / Dissect the
impacts by ward, household or
characteristics at a click of a button
• Track: The ability to track how
individual household circumstances
are changing over time
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